HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM
TranspoNet Ultra Station
PERFECT DESIGN MEETS HEALTHCARE NEEDS AND MATCHES THE HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT

TranspoNet Ultra Station
The Ultra station features a stunning design that offers healthcare facilities the simplicity of modern shapes combined with the latest technologies. The ergonomics, the acoustics, the illuminations, and the control panel of the station have been completely reengineered to make use of the pneumatic tube system intuitive for personnel in hospitals, while raising safety and hygiene levels.

### BENEFITS

**Simplify cleaning and disinfecting**
The smooth and gentle shapes without edges and corners enhance easy cleaning of the surface and therefore reduce the number of potential sources of cross infections.

**Reduce noise**
The casing of the Ultra station, made out of technical compounds, optimizes its acoustics and reduces noise by 30%.

**Create a calm setting**
The integrated illumination design has been meticulously considered to provide a calm atmosphere, and to signalize the status of the station.

**Improve productivity**
The perfectly adapted ergonomics at sending and receiving heights allow better productivity and reduce long-term work-related disability.

**Take advantage of modern technology**
The integrated touch screen features intuitive use of the Ultra station and offers easier use of the pneumatic tube system.

The touch screen technology speeds up tasks by approx. 20%, enabling faster access to pre-programmed speed dials and the directory for more efficient processing of the transported goods.

The built-in security features limit access to authorized users only and ensure optimal security for employees and patients.

The touch screen can be operated with bare fingers or with gloves.

### AT A GLANCE

- Easy cleaning and disinfecting
- 30% less noise thanks to optimal acoustics
- Illumination design for calm setting, and messaging
- Perfectly adapted ergonomics at sending and receiving heights
- Intuitive smartphone-style touch panel

The help menu with informative features contains animations to allow the users to quickly obtain the required information for appropriate use of the Ultra station.
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